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Smokey Fingers - Promised Land (2016)

  

    01. Black Madame  02. Rattlesnake Trail  03. The Road Is My Home  04. Damage Is Done 
05. The Basement  06. Last Train  07. Floorwashing Machine Man  08. Stage  09. Turn It Up 
10. Thunderstorm  11. Proud & Rebel  12. No More    Gianluca"Luke" Paterniti - lead vocals 
Daniele Vacchini - drums  Fabrizio Costa - bass  Diego"Blef"Dragoni – guitar    

 

  

Tanzan Music have announced that Italian rockers Smokey Fingers released their sophomore
album Promised Land on June 10, 2016.

  

Tanzan Music described the Smokey Fingers‘ sound and debut album Columbus Way as
follows (with slight edits): “The combo main inspiration is taken from the American southern rock
music, merged with blues and country, all mixed, shaken and served in a fresh and innovative
version, a new vision, still related to the greatest bands of this genre (Lynyrd Skynyrd and
Allman Brothers above all), but greatly looking at the future, with a sound which is powerful and
immediate! “Columbus Way” is based on a solid and sincere sound, the true sound of the band
as it would have been taken in a live session. This engaging sound is enriched by several takes
of slide guitar, dobro and lap guitar and will take the listener to the sunny and dusty roads of
Alabama! The album, co-produced by Mario Percudani, has been recorded in the new and ultra
modern Tanzan Music Studio. Great attention has been paid in trying to catch the real spirit of
the band, a band who has its natural habitat on the stage.” --- sleazeroxx.com

  

 

  

“Promised land” is the much anticipated follow up to  “Columbus Way” which was released five
years ago. An album which brings to life the hopes and dreams on a larger and more realistic
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scale deriving from many personal experiences giving the album a more brighter and fresher
sound in respect to their previous works. Many songs on the album were written from Italy to the
USA based on an experience of backpacking and travelling so as to live the American reality.
Once again, the band collaborated with their good friend and producer Mario Percudani, owner
of the Tanzan Studio where the album was recorded. Special guests on the album include
Anchise Bolchi, Paolo Apollo Negri, Marcella Casciaro e Sara Matera.

  

The hard work of writing and putting the songs together demonstrate what an incredibly talented
band Smokey Fingers are, showing their love and sound for Southern Rock and delivering riffs
and vocals that will not disappoint. --- label.tanzanmusic.com
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